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About This Game

You are elite sniper Karl Fairburne, parachuted into Berlin amidst the Germans’ final stand.

Your mission is to prevent Nazi V2 rocket technology falling into the hands of the Red Army. You must aid key scientists keen
to defect to the US, and terminate those who stand in your way.

Stealth is key as you find yourself trapped between two desperate armies in a race against time. Master authentic weaponry,
stalk your target, fortify your position, set up the shot, and use your skill, patience and cunning to achieve the mission.

All new graphics and rendering technology gives you improved ball busting X-ray kill camera detail. Witness the terrifying
power of your bullet as it enters an enemy’s body.

With all DLC missions included, take the fate of the war into your own hands, and hunt the Führer himself.

New Features included in this Remaster…

All DLC Included - Experience the infamous “ASSASSINATE THE FÜHRER” mission. Take the fight to new fronts
in three additional challenge levels. Hunt your foes with a variety of iconic weapons including the Lee Enfield MK III,
M1D Garand, M1 Carbine and more.
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Photo Mode – Pause and step through the action frame-by-frame, position the camera, apply a filter, adjust the lighting
and take stunning photos to share with the community. Including your epic X-Ray kill camera shots.

Remastered Visuals - Modernised renderer and post processing effects, enhanced level geometry, textures and
particles, plus a revamped lighting system, and 4K support transports you to the front line.

New Playable Characters – For the first time, play the campaign and multiplayer modes as one of 7 new characters
from Rebellion’s Zombie Army series.

Multiplayer & Co-op – Gather your squad and compete in 7 uniquely tense multiplayer modes, now for up to 16
players online*. Including Deathmatch, Distance King, Dogtag Harvest and Capture the Flag.
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Title: Sniper Elite V2 Remastered
Genre: Action
Developer:
Rebellion
Publisher:
Rebellion
Franchise:
Sniper Elite
Release Date: 13 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, 64-bit

Processor: Intel CPU Core i3-2100 or AMD A8-5600K

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 5570 (2GB) or NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 (2GB)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 15 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Didn't know you could sell a update as a full game.

It would have been a lot better if this game was done in the same engine that SE 4 uses (new movement possibilites, better
killcam, better AI and stealth)

The upgrade price is okay if you didn't bought the DLCs. But 31,49\/35\u20ac is a lot for a game from 2012 with some texture
improvements.

Now you have the same problems like in the original: After just one shot, every enemy knows exactly where you are. And
something I've noticed: Why the hell is there still blood coming out of the charges placed in the first level (Sch\u00f6neberg
Streets) when shot?

I think the idea of an remaster should be to not just improve the original but also expand on it. For example, the new climbing
mechanics of SE 4 could have provided so much possibilities to climb on a roof to give yourself an advantage.

Let me say it like this: It looks better, but doesn't feel better.

EDIT 16.05.2019:
I'm now halfway through the game and I can confirm that there is nothing changed in any mission (gameplay-wise) - It's just a
sad attempt to get some money. A really sad one.. After playing a little bit, I can confirn that the game graphics look nowhere as
good as the screenshots. I set the graphics to ultra, and this game is more graphically similar to the original V2 game. It does not
even come close to the graphics found on Sniper Elite 3!

I'm completely\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off at the false marketing Rebellion used. Don't get me
wrong, I love the series, but this is completely a cash grab. THEY DIDN'T EVEN INCLUDE ALL THE DLC AS THEY SAID
THEY WOULD! (Where's the Semi-Auto HDM?)

I'm going to request a refund. Don't buy this game, even with the original owner discount.. If you are buying this for the first
time wait, This game should have been fixed and updated also! The same glitches, stupid AI, AND ALL THE REST are still
just as broke. Could have updated picking up your mines, eye hits, weapons customization ect ect ect. Bought it at 9 dollars
since I had the original game and was hoping that it was improved, NOTTTTTTTTTTTT! It should have been free
if I owned the org, and no more than 10 or 15 dollars since it is still Broken. How sad and what a rip off guys.
. This is Sniper Elite V2 with some better graphics.
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And that's it basically. It didn't bother to try any other improvements like:

-A weapon wheel
-better vaulting
-better movement
-a manual save system
-a level system tied to XP you earn
-basic weapon unlocks or even weapon skins
-Coop in the DLC missions

It just feels very flat and basic, I had hoped that Rebellion would've put a lot more effort into this one.

Onto the positive: the game is still a ton of fun to play, the sniping never gets old and the game can still hold up in most aspects.

Get this if you are a big Sniper Elite fan or if you are looking to play a good WWII game.. Unnecessary remaster, with very little
done. shame on you developer!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=xtxAj5Sr36Q

refund is out!. I'm going to focus on the remastered edition only as just 2 weeks after its release probably this is what most
people are interested in instead of knowing how the sequel fared following the first Sniper Elite game. And I'm going to have a
go at this one as I was very disappointed in seeing the price tag while so many other companies had already proven that
remastered editions could be released free of charge.

Graphical enhancements

The obvious. Nick930 is a vlogger with some nice review videos on YouTube that include comparison recordings, too. I
recommend that you check his video where he looks at every effect that has slightly been modified since the original
game. The shadows, the lighting and the fire effects all look nicer. He does mention some anomalies such as the
trimmed plant in the tutorial level or a missing jerry can. In cutscenes the weapons (Karl's rifle) look more detailed in
close-up.

Photo mode

If I had to pick a reason to pick this one up I would recommend it because of the photo mode. With just the press of a
button (P) we stop the ongoing action and can apply a lot of effects. We can zoom in and out, add a frame to our photo
and we can even determine which section of the photo should be in focus. I made dozens of pictures by playing around
with this mode so feel free to check these screenshots to see its capabilities. When it comes to killcams we do have
limitations, unfortunately.

New achievements

The original game featured 47 achievements which is now buffed up to 71. Those introduced for the multiplayer are
unnecessary as it is still a low amount of players dedicating time to these since the sequels still provide you with more
fun when playing with friends. So, prepare for a lot of searching in the discussion thread to look for players for these
new 'cheevos. There are some interesting ones, too, such as the achievement granted for sniping an enemy soldier's
fingers.

The things I've missed

How about a 0 price tag? Borderlands, BioShock, Skyrim, Red Faction Guerilla - just to name a few remastered
editions that were made available completely free of charge. Some of the more difficult achievements are related to the
game's DLC content - it would have been nice to eliminate all guards on Saint Pierre with a friend or let a fellow sniper
take care of the marksmen on Landwehr Canal while I go around on the left to tag all the soldiers awaiting the three
generals. Neglecting coop option here is a missed opportunity.
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Then we also have a lot of scenarios where our enemies simply get stuck and while you can see the running animation
they are actually staying in the same position. Rubble can also do the same for us - the most annoying part for me was
the house on Saint Pierre where you're best bet is to enter from the back to go upstairs to grab all the ammo and traps.
Entering via the back opening can be very aggravating. Oh, and supersampling still makes your GPU sweat.

Summary

This remastered version is a cash-grab. A desperate attempt to release something only because it hasn't yet reached
nextgen consoles. Sniper Elite 3 and 4 had already been available for the PS4 and the XOne so it was just a matter of
time when the 2nd episode would join its brothers. This is good for them but not for the PC. If you are an avid SE fan
you can add this one to your SE roster otherwise do yourself a favour and skip it.. Dont buy. They didnt improve or
enchance the game in any way expect some visuals which dont even feel like anything has changed... at least not enough
to justify payment for this "update"

in the original game you couldnt play DLC missions in coop mode.

One would think they will correct this mistake if they are doinga a remaster and so...

yup... you guessed it....

nothing changed

absolute cashgrab, dont buy even for that low price
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More like a Reissue than a Remaster.. *** I asked for a refund! ***

In short:

It's a money grab. watch this video someone made! https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=xtxAj5Sr36Q

Almost exactly the same game. There are no tweaks no major tuning to the game. Most graphics are the same, Just in high res
textures. Some looks like it's 2010's graphics. Character faces have "rust" like look. Vehicles are mostly the same. character
design is a little improved but no major improvement. Character hair looks like "lego head hair".

I am really disappointed. I'd expected a 4K 2019 Game & Graphics experience and got a remake with high res textures.

It still has that annoying thing that enemies knows exactly where you are 100% of the time and all of the bugs the original SEV2
had.

Not recommended .. Asked for a refund.

Honestly it looks nothing like the screenshots and videos.

I truly cannot see any worth in buying this.

Played in 1440p with super sampling at 2.25 on GTX 1070 I5 6600k and 16 GB ram.

I payed full price for this game and in honest truth it is a money grab with ZERO benefit from the original.

This is FALSE advertising and the buggers ought be sued.

Truly peed off tbh.

This kind of fake advertising needs to be nipped in the bud.

Do not purchase this game and show some backbone of solidarity to cease these blatant cash grabs by voting with your wallet..
Not really a remaster. I set graphics to ultra for everything and it still looked nowhere near as good as the screenshots appear.
Not worth it if you have the original.. Pretty good so far. I don't know if it's worth $35, but the $10 upgrade since I already own
the original was fair. It doesn't look too different from the original besides some slightly more fancy graphics effects, really. If
you already have the original, I say it's worth the $10 upgrade if you want all the DLC. Otherwise wait for a sale.. Before I begin
why this is more of a meh kind of review, I just want to say if you haven't played Sniper Elite and this is your first time playing
it, start with this one. V2 introduces a lot of the modern mechanics for this action stealth game series and it's incredibly fun to
just get kill cams of shooting Nazi Testicles. It's a fun game itself although it's definitely not my favorite of the series.

That said, the reason it's a meh review is because the remaster is just Super Average.

Really Average.

I mean, what you are basically getting is all the DLC, an engine update, photo mode and HDR. The graphics look sharper but
mostly the same. It's alright, but you can tell this was made to be quickly put out due to Rebellion's new plans of Sniper Elite 5,
Sniper Elite VR and SE3 on Switch.

In fact, I think some of the gameplay changed as well. For example, the AI seems a lot weaker and dumber unlike in the Vanilla
version which kind of saddened me. There was some challenge going on in the Vanilla version which I missed. Although I've
only played two levels already so I can't really say if it's still going to be easy throughout.

The thing I want to mention is how Karl's hair looks. It looks really god damn ugly in this remaster. Like, my god. His hair is so
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gross looking it looks like he hasn't washed it in months. My god.

So basically, if you have Sniper Elite V2 Vanilla and want the remaster. You could do worse for an upgrade of 11 dollars. I do
recommend this game still even if this remaster is average but I highly suggest waiting for a good sale price so you can really
enjoy it. Sniper Elite V2 is a good game but I really prefer Sniper Elite III over this one as the kill cams are way better and the
levels are less linear and more open ended.. This is a very average remaster that has been broken down online by many people
highlighting how little changes there actually were. It seems to me and most others that only console players got the full remaster
treatment as the original Sniper Elite V2 was very poor on old consoles. This game could have easily been free just like Skyrim
Special edition (for those that owned the original of course) we got a big discount but still..if you played sniper elite v2 before
don't bother buying it again, even if you own the original and want to upgrade to the remaster I'd still say don't bother. Here's
hoping Rebellion does better with Sniper Elite 5. This is not a remaster. this is a minute quality of life update that we got
suckered into paying for!

This is what most other companies (even the shady ones) would pump out for free. Shame on you Rebellion.. Sniper Elite V2
but with a fresh coat of paint and some new features, still a great game!
My only complaint is that the characters you choose don't show up in cutscenes, like you will choose Marie, and it'll be Karl still
when you finish the mission, kinda odd.

Update 0.7.4 - Top Score Messages:
In this latest update, during game play we now show the Top Round, Your Best, and Score to Beat.

Top Round. Update to version 0.7.1 now available.:
Version 0.7.1 is now available. In this update we addressed the following issues:

Cross Region people can now play against each other. In previous builds, it was impossible for people in North America
to play matches against people in Europe. With this update, we default everyone to the North American matchmaking
services. We are looking into allowing everyone to select which server they want to connect to for matchmaking.

The nasty bug where you play a couple of holes and then the game freezes has been fixed.

How to know when you have the patch?

When you start up the game reach the main menu, on the bottom left of the screen near the twitter icon is the build version.

Your build version will say 0.7.1.

If it does not, then you may need to close the game and restart the game.
If that does not work, then you may need to close the Steam client and reopen to force an update.

Thanks and Enjoy your Golf,

Barkers Crest. Oculus Cross-Platform Multiplayer Now Available.:
As of today (October 3, 2018), Tee Time Golf is now available on the Oculus Store.

This means you will be able to play online multiplayer matches with people who buy the game there.

We even support cross-platform voice chat, so you will be able to chat with Oculus platform players too.

When in an online match, if you notice a gamer with a white icon/avatar/pic with the Tee Time logo, it is very likely they are a
cross-platform player.

As an additional bonus, player created courses are cross-platform as well. Any course an Oculus Platform player creates and
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publishes will be playable by Steam players. The same goes in reverse, where courses created by Steam players will be available
for Oculus players to play. This is cool because it means more people will be playing and rating your courses.

Leaderboards, however, will still be unique to each platform.

We put quite a bit of effort into making this work because we want you to have the biggest community possible for multiplayer
and custom courses.

Enjoy and see you on the course!. Update to version 0.7.2 Now Available:
Version 0.7.2 is now available! Here is what we’ve addressed and improved:

Networking:

Private Match Steam invites should now work better for players in cross region play.

Improvements to Voice Chat stability and quality!

Gameplay:

Added: In VR you’ll now be able to see your Swing Power % after your shot.

You will no longer default to the Fairway wood in certain bunker situations.

User Interface:

Various User Interface improvements. More button help indicators.

Misc:

Ability to choose between keyboard or gamepad in non-vr at start if a gamepad is plugged in.

Various stability improvements and other minor bug fixes.

. Update 0.9.1 - Bot Challenges and More [Huge Update]:
We know this update took much longer than the previous updates… Well, that is for good reason. To say this update is
“massive” might be an understatement. The update has a ton of quality of life improvements, but it also adds in a lot of new
content!

What’s New Summary?
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